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General Contractor – GH Phipps Construction Company 

Project Name – Lakehouse 

     

Colorado Living – An Elevated Experience 

 

Lakehouse is a landmark building located in Edgewater with a design that embodies the 

characteristics of the surrounding landscape. Like the Rocky Mountains rising in the distance the 

unique design of Lakehouse mirrors the mountains as it increases from three stories on the west 

end to twelve stories on the northeast side of the building. The building was designed to adapt to 

zoning adjustments while maximizing views and taking full advantage of the features around the 

property. All the design elements emphasize the connection to nature with city, lake and 

mountain views, sprawling outdoor areas, an urban farm, and floor to ceiling windows. 

Lakehouse is Colorado’s first multi-family project to be registered as pursuing WELL Building 

Certification which heavily influenced the overall design of the project. “WELL Certification 

focuses on the health of the people” according to project’s PM. Obtaining and piloting this 

certification came with many nuanced challenges, layered with the complex design elements, 

project site challenges, managing surrounding residential and business community comfort 

during construction, and maintaining schedule were all critical challenges the GH Phipps team 

faced. 

 

And how do you overcome these major challenges? You make the people involved in the project 

your north stars! This is what makes Lakehouse an ACE Award project! 

 

Solutions of Special Projects:  

Construction of Temporary Dewatering 

The Project location on Sloan’s lakeshore posed a unique challenge with designing a temporary 

construction and dewatering system. The project system included 30 wells installed at the 



perimeter of the excavation and water treatment plant. The plant had been operating 24/7 for 

several months allowing excavation and foundation activities to stay on schedule. 

A “Single Pipe” System 

The building’s heating and domestic hot water systems have been designed as single pipe 

system. This is an efficient design on the leading edge of mechanical systems for future projects, 

but has presented unique installation challenges. A full-time, on-site MEP quality control team 

worked tirelessly ensuring proper piping configuration was being followed. 

Unique Building Shape 

One of the largest construction challenges on this building was that the exterior walls are angled, 

designed to give all residents a view of Sloan’s Lake. The unique shape of the slab edge provided 

less than a ½” tolerance for the construction floor-to-floor window wall system. This very tight 

tolerance required glazing envelope perfection.  In addition, the unique building shape required 

exceptional MEP coordination. Wwhen constructing a high-rise, the floors of the building are 

typically repeated over and over—essentially a  “COPY / PASTE” of the floor above or below, 

which is an advantage for mechanical, electrical, plumbing and structural continuations up 

through the building--however Lakehouse required a much higher coordination, because the 

floors were not identical to the one above or below. The team provided a fully 100% coordinated 

BIM Model to get to the level of detail and tolerance required in order to ensure efficiency and 

quality with installation throughout the building.  

Emergency Smoke Evacuation System 

Life Safety is a high priority on any high-rise building, especially residential. As the building 

systems entered Start-up and Testing, the GH Phipps team conducted multiple  smoke-

evacuation-system field-tests using smoke machines to simulate a fire. With the uniqueness of 

each floor design, we took no chances and identified the need for additional smoke evacuation 

system exclusive to the floor.  

WELL Standards 

Cleanliness is key to WELL which can be difficult on a construction site. Keeping areas clean to 

meet the WELL standards during construction was a focus for the team. Much like a hospital 



facility, an Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) plan was put in place as the building started to be enclosed. 

Spaces strictly for cutting were created to limit dust migration and to ensure the building 

ductwork remained spotless. One of the IAQ requirements was that once painting started in a 

residence unit no materials could be cut in that unit. Making the unit “dust free” at that point.   

After the residence had been painted, the team created specific cutting containment areas on each 

floor in the corridors. The containment work area was double layered plastic with an air scrubber 

to assist in minimizing dust migration. The millwork tradesmen entered the containment to make 

material cuts, then walked back to the residence unit to finish trimming install.  

 

Excellence in Project Execution and Management / Team Approach:  

GH Phipps was first awarded the concrete package for Lakehouse. And before we were awarded 

the entire building package the GH Phipps project manager was driven to become WELL 

Certified. The project manager quickly became an expert in the WELL standards and completed 

all the submittals for the WELL certifications. 

EFCO delayed fabrication and delivery of Window-Wall system. This would delay the overall 

project schedule for months. In order to maintain schedule momentum, the project team built up 

panelized temporary weather protection around the floor perimeter. This allowed GH Phipps to 

maintain two weather-tight  floors above one with MEP in-wall rough-in activities. Despite the 

window-wall delay, the overall schedule impact was avoided. 

Construction Innovations / State-of-the-Art Advancement: Lakehouse was the first building 

registered in the State of Colorado as pursuing WELL certification. This required several 

innovations and advancements.  

The First “Zero Sightline Diffuser” 

This is the first building in the country to have a window installation called a “Zero Sightline 

Diffuser.” As you look at the building versus other buildings you notice there are complete 

sections of glass wall. Buildings must somehow ventilate exhaust through diffusers, booster fans, 

etc. that comes from within the livable space. On Lakehouse, we installed a custom design, so 

residents and the general public don’t have to  see  an unattractive exhaust vent in a metal wall 



panel up and down the face of the building. We designed and integrated a rectangular opening in 

between the vision glazing and the spandrel glazing at every floor that has the open-air space to 

vent out this air. This is a one-of-a-kind integration of mechanical systems and glazing in one--

the first time this has been done like this in the country, the air is exhausted out of a 2” vent. 

Unique Concrete Slab Border 

The amenity deck area overlooking the lake is made of precast concrete slab copings and 

aluminum handrails. The architect’s design didn’t allow to core and cut these copings and have a 

circular hole in them at each handrail post, to keep the slab connection to one, single, clean joint 

line. In order to meet the needs of the client and architects vision, the construction team 

formulated a design to mimic shiplap wood designed to be installed in sequence with the 

handrails. To assemble the creative design we had to think in reverse-engineer fashion and build 

it the same way! We needed to install the waterproofing, then the handrail posts, then lay down 

all concrete slabs, and finally the handrail trade partner came back to polish it off with gorgeous 

glazing between the handrails. The priority was to maintain the integrity of the architect’s design. 

Environmental / Safety: The safety inside the construction fence and outside the construction 

fence is always top priority on any project GH Phipps builds. We are very pleased to say during 

the entire project, there were ZERO recordable safety-related incidents. Safety is always a major 

focus, especially on challenging multi-story projects with so many moving parts, and so close to 

the public is a feat!  

There was a craftsman that suffered a heart attack on site. Our safety protocol was planned to the 

‘T’ and the team created a chain of personnel to help get the EMT from 17th Street to the patient 

without a lost step. A chain of eight GH Phipps personnel posted up at each directional change 

along the path directly to the patient was complimented by the emergency response team that the 

team’s organization and plan helped provide the patient with the quickest response possible from 

the emergency team. 

 

Excellence in Client Service and / or Contribution to Community: Creating relationships and 

maintaining client service is what GH Phipps does best. We were dedicated to maintaining our 

proactive approach to solutions for our client and every community member had access to the 



Superintendent and PM’s cell phone numbers to discuss complaints. The superintendent made a 

special connection with the Rabbi at the adjacent Jewish Community Center. They worked 

closely together to ensure all aspects of this project respected their community. Being a good 

neighbor to Jewish community next door, the project team had to coordinate weekend 

construction activities and project logistics with the community Sabbath needs and traditions. 

For example, we helped them to maintain an “eruv” line every Saturday and coordinate it with 

ongoing work. 

Lakehouse is an unparalleled project not only because of the quality of lifestyle it provides to the 

current and future residents, but also because of the journey of the project. Between the complex 

challenges and the pioneering WELL certification obtained, the true success of the project was 

because of the project’s North Star – the people! 

 

 

 





 

 



 



 

 



 


